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AB BACKGROUND

1. The second meeting of the Working Party of the IMF/World
Bank Governors was held injBerlia ■ (West) from.21 to. 22 September
1988. The deliberations' were" held under" the" Chairmanship of
Mr.■-■-Bo G^olathe, the-^-Permanent Secretary -in the ^Ministry of
Finance^ andV-Development Planning of Botswana., .This_, was followed

by the; "1988 Plenary Meeting . of: the. African, Governors Caucus

(24 September '1988). and 'African -. Governors meetings with the
"President of" the World- Bank (Mr. Barber- B*. Conableh.and the
/Managing Director^of the. International Monetary Fund (Mr.,, .Michael

"Camdessus-J-i ■ ' -" '■■'-■-'-■ '■■'■.■ ' ■■■ " . ■ ■

'B'.-"1" ATTENDANCE^ ■■ .■■-'.. . . '■ , :

:2O The ■; meeting was attended by delegates from Botswana

{Chairmah), Cote d'lvoire (Vice Chairman), Malawi and Morocco

(Rapporteurs),. Gabon/ Madagascar, Ni^er., Nigeria, .Rwanda-,. Sierra
-Leone> Tunisia and; Uganda. ^ : In^ addition, representatives from

Liberia, Mali, -Zaire, the African Centre for Monetary Studies
V(ACMS)-■ the ■ Bank ■ of Central .African .''States- (BEAC), .. the Economic
Commission for; Africa (ECA),'. the /Central Bank of West African
-States (BCEAO)- as well ss >the OAU- Secretariat attended the

meetings African ' Executive Directors in -the World^ Bank^ and
the Fund-or their' representatives participated.in the discussions^

C. AGENDA AND WORK PROGRAMME

3. The African- Governors Caucus meeting adopted the following

agenda and the programme of works ■ .

■ ■-' lo ■ " Adaption of. the draft agenda ■ •

'■-'■' -2V Adoption: of the Minutes of the.-.last meeting

'■" ■ ' . 3D ■■.■..Statement by the Chairman of., the. African .Governors

v .:',-4 = .--"::RepGtft of^ the Chairman of the .Working Party . . ,-.

< — 5: Co-n-sideration of the following .-documents s

■...:■■■ . "a. --Draft Memorandum to the Vtor.ld Bankv.President

bo Draft Memorandum to the IMF Managing Director

c. Draft Joint ' Statement of the African Governors

.'■"■ i--c-;- ' ■■'■■■ ' ' at ;the'-1^88- Bank/Fund Annual Meetings

■ •■•■■" 6'," ■-■'■Adoptron of■'• the. above' drafts

-J ;fc---.t7'j' "Other- Business'. ■. . ■;. '" ■ . ■■■
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D. ACCOUNT OF PROCEEDINGS

1. Memorandum 'to Mr'i Conable - . ■■ ■ . ■■

4O The /memorandum "'to the President ' of the World Bank 'centred

on the 'issues'1' Of ■■ structural adjustment1 programmes? .the debt

problem?' 'the- General '^Capi'tal Increase = of the World Bank? the
resources'^ of the: International Development Association.- (IDA);

the policy framework paper? Multilateral Investment Guarantee

Agency ('UiGA)^ Regional Integration? and African representation

in the Executive Board. The main thrust of the memorandum was

that the World Bank should ensure that structural adjustment

lending is a vehicle for economic recovery through mobilization

of additional resources for sufo-Saharan .African countries. On

the debt issue,-'-the memorandum stated that since ■ as much as

40 per cent of Africa's debt is owed to the Bank., and .-the Fund,

the World Bank :should adopt .more creative initiatives to deal

with the debt issue especially the need to increase net resources

inflows to Africa on highly concessional terms■ To this end,

the General Capital Increaser . the Multilateral Investment

Guarantee Agency OMIGA) and the .IDA replenishment should pay

special attention to the problems, of sub-Saharan Africa: With

regard to economic integration, the memorandum urged the World

Bank to adopt"' a more dynamic supportive role :; to ; African

integration institutions.

5O During the various discussions concerning the issues relating

'to the World Bank, ■ technical - support "and advisory services was

given in the following specific ■ areas; ■ ■ (a) the need for*-African

governors to take note of the United Nations Programme of Action

on African Economic' ■ Recovery- ■ ahd: Development- : (UN-PAAERD)

especially on the setting of priorities for Africa. To this

end* it;; was essential that African governors in the World Bank

should insist on agriculture as the highest priority to be

supported by -1transport and' communications,. -industry, trade and

finance, human resources development and the control of drought

and desertif itiatioh; " (b)- that- despite--the fact'that many African

countries were implementing structural adjustment programmes

of the World Bank, the' '■resources were . inadequate.' to finance

such programmes; and (c) that the structural adjustment lending

by the World Bank should take into account the political and

social cost of adjustment.

2. Memorandum to Mr. Camdessus

68 In the memorandum to-. Mr. Camdessus,, the African Governors

outlined the following issues: developments in the world economy?

the economic adjustment -process; ■-■•the.. debt: problem . and overdue

obligations to the Fund; Fund resources and operations ? and

Fund-Bank collaboration* The African ^governors emphasized th^at

although the world economy had shown some improvement in tUe
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economic growth in industrialized countries, many African

economies had : stagnated and were generally at less- than 1 per

cent .pe^r " annum =. .In' order' to improve "the Afri-ean economic
performance, the, :'IM"F should improve the design-, of its growth-

ofierited : programmes to fully"'1 take account of - the "socio-economic
effects of adjustment,. The Fund should also expand the period

of repurchases of Fund resources to enable the African countries

to realize' the full ^results of. the adjustment- :' programmes.

Moreover,' while .welcoming Fund-Bank .collaborations--"'the memorandum

expressed the concern' . that this .should' hot" lead to
"crbss-conditionality, With rega'rd- to external debt the memorandum

encouraged the Furid to continue "'to play its'role in "implementation

of- the debt■strategy'taking into account the individual situation

of African ;cbuiv£ries. Lastly, on overdue financial' 'obligations

t.b the" Fund/' the memorandum ■ stated that ;any'.'-punitive" measures
t>y the Furid would be counter-productive-"and -that the Fund'-should
play'a more positive role in finding more appropriate-'solutions.,

.7. .'Specific, suggestions ' from the EGA for improving 'the 'dialogue

'in international monetary and finanqial■relations "included the
following main issues: (a) the IMF continues to be-'a net recipient

of resources from Africa and measures should be taken to halt

or reverse this trend if' economic' recovery' is to; comment in
African countries? (b) overdue obligations to IMF had become

a .serious issue for1 many African countries including those that

have not actually defaulted. Therefore', the Fund, should not

always resort' to punitive 'measures that " ostracize countries

from the financial and . donor community but 'should play a

■'catalystic role /in mobilizing . additional resource's to; Africa;

'and' (c) African countries' have been most ' seriously-' hit -by the

cc-ntiriuing .high interest' rates as wel"l:as fluctuation''in exchange
irate ..adjustments' . of the world ma'jor : currencies'-1 /Therefore,

the"' IMF! s surveillance £ole ■' Should be remodelled to "ensure that
the weak nations are fuliyipr6tectedo • ■ ;"':: '" '■■'-J

3O The Joint Statement'' ■''■-- ■ .... ■ '.': " '.-'' ■. .'

'8." ,;The Joint ."Statement by the African'"Governors at the 1988

Annual ' Meetings 'or -the. Board of;' Governors "^ of ■ . the r~I'MF "and the

.World BanJ<?;; (d'^iiverec*1 by Honourable ' P. S.- Mihusi, ■ Vice : President
arid Mlnistef of" 'Finance and' Development Planning in-\ hit's capacity
'as' ■b.ha.ir^iafi ■■ of-'the" African Governors ' CaucusJv " ''-sfress-ecP that
■grdwtl} : of' world output 'had not -been shared' 'equitably''"'between

developed "and. developing countries' and : that 'the :'-deterioration

in terms.'of" 'trade of"'African countries- and "increasing1"; balance

of' payments deficits had halted 'development. : Africa's1 external

'debt' was'.increasing thereby draining away the ' meagre ■ resources.

There1.was falso the disappointing■'growth impact of adjustment

on African economies and much needed to Abe done "to 'strengthen

the design of programmes to make' them 'more relevant-':-to the

particular needs of African countries concerned. It emphasized
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that the unique character of Africa's external debt was contained
in Africa's Common Position on Africa's External Debt c i~
-adopted by the Third Extraordinary Assembly ■ of Heads or bta^-
and Government of the Organization of African Unity in -December
1987. - . . " . "',

'9 Africa urged the Bretton Woods institutions - to consider
more pragmatic 9debt relief programmes that are - consistent with
the current initiatives to ■ alleviate debt. In mobilizing
resources to Africa to finance structural adjustment.progranmeb

by the world Bank and the IMF, the two institutions should avoid
introducing or strengthening- cross-conditionality. . While
welcoming World Bank's new initiative on environment:protection
In its lending, programmes, the; Joint Statement stressed the
need for the international community to co-operation in avoiding
the .' dumping' of industrial material,- including toxic wastes,
in Af rTJkn countries. On structural adjustment, :the statement

■emphasized the need to consider new policy instruments to en u
that adjustment takes into account the 'socio-economic impacts

on the poor of the African societies.

B. MEETING WITH MR. C.ONABLE AND MR. CAMDESSUS

10. ' in addition to "the written memorandum to the President
of the world Bank and the Managing Director of the- IMF, the
-African Governors traditionally hold separate meetings wi.h
the Executive Heads of these institutions at which tteiain
issues highlighted in the memoranda (see paras 4 to 7) are brought
to their attention. Meetings were held with Mr. , Conable on
24 September 1988 and with Mr. Camdessus on 27 September 1988
under* the chairmanship of Mr/ PaulMmusi, Vice-President and
-Minister of -Finance of Botswana and Chairman of the 1988 African
Governors Caucus in the IMP and World Bank.

1. Meeting with Mr. Conable

11 In the verbal reply to the memorandum, Mr. Conable Praised
the World Bank performance and emphasized that during ■198b/o7
periodT the Wolrd/ Bank had. significantly 'increased its ^lending

■ to Africa from $2 billion to over $3 billion most of whicn was
quirk-disbursing. -Moreover, the Bank ' had been- instrumental

., in persuading other. lenders to. increase f lows -: to- Africa: through
■ additional financing: of $6.5 billion of which over- $* 5_ billon
had already been committed. He defended the_ structural adjustment
programmes by emphasizing that countries with structural

.V-adjustment programmes in place had performed better economically
-'than those that did not. He .urged that the mam - consideration
,,should not be. on ■mitigating the cost of adjustment _but rather
the cost of not.' adjusting. He stressed three further ^sues.
,(i) that . time was ripe' to build African management capacities
through joint' collaboration between African countries «nd
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bilateral and multilateral . donors; (ii.) population control

was an essential means of. improving the.. , living , standards of

the masses in Africa? .hence,, the World Bank was ready to work

with Africa to develop effective population policies to cope

with, realities? an;d {iii) privatisation was the best means of

ensuring that enterpreneurs release the required .creative energy

in growth, .The World Bank,, through., the.. International. Finance

Corporation (IFC) . and MIGA would help develop projects; for the

.'private sector o . . '

.12 o The African governors raised issues " on the.,:f o.llow.in.g areas s

£i) the medium-income' African countries were not getting adequate-

attention in resource flows or debt relief programmes though

many of. them were experiencing serious ■ .economic and financial

difficulties.? .(ii) the problem of resources .outflows from Africa

wexs "s£'i.ll very serious and while the World Bank was mobilizing

" additional resources, other financial, entities were .b.usy siphoning

the money out of Africa thereby frustrating. ■ economic recovery

programmes ? and (iii) what was the nature .and status of the

World Bank's long-term study? Would this involve African countries

and institutions?

13 o -Mr1. Conable replied .that the world Bank had,, special

programmes to .assist middle-income countries especially in the

area of co-financing., A review will be made, to see .how best

to design iending'v.prrc.grammes to take into., account, the. special

position of these .'countries. On resources,,^ the .world .Bank was

ensuring that., 'resource outflows were- mitigated* " The present

criteria for^ resource flows into Africa was. t.hat,. ..the countries

must .. be' poor, heavily indebted and. implementing '.approved

structural adjustment .programmes. There.' would 'be, no -additional

cdnrditipnali;ty for, .'co-financing. ." On the lpng-ter.m , stucly, this

wQ"urid;: take" considerable time .to complete'but. African, institutions
(ECAy ' ADB. and' OAU)' . would .be. consulted and ful%,.,. involved in

t'HIs "exercise, [' . ... ... ..■,■■■ > .';'.■■ M- ,"■■■

2".. ... Meeting with. Mr. Camdessus .... :. , :. . :-.-f:.:■:■':■..■■.; ,""".-

14. . Me,.' Camdessus verbally, responded to' 'the ."A.frican-presentation

by. ■ stressing... .thax" IMF. v/as'. interested'!. in ,Vens.ur^ng that ; African

countries,, improve their . capabilities fpr "monetary,; and financial
management. He state.d that" ■ IMF ' .was , making special: ■ effort to

provide additional resources to the poorest countries"in dealing

with short-term as well as medium-term economic problems, through

the structural financing faci lit.ies .. {SAF) and the enhanced
structural financing facility (ESAF),' As' an agenda for action

for the next five years, Mr. Camdessus indicated that the Fund

wouM.' 'p.lace emphasis on 'the fox lowing issues (i) to sustain

grpwth. ;i.n the .industrialized countries? (.ii) ; to facilitate freer

international trade,° (iii) to' strengthen-' .the ' international
monetary system?, (iv) to have -.developing countries grow at a
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more satisfactory rate and grow out of their debt difficulties?

and- (v) to sustain the Fund and enable it to discharge its

responsibilities, The situation of the low and middle income

countries would be given special attention.

15 o. The African ■ countries pressed for the 'following issues

(i). that adjustment should ensure growth and equity -and fully

take account of the social and political costsv • involved? (ii)

the relationship between the Fund and:' the- 'financial donor

community at large should not lead to cross-conditionalityj

and (ii) Africa' s obligations to the Fund were increasing and

causing serious concern. Fund should" ens-ure that it ;was not

.a net recipient of resources from Africa.

16c Mr. Camdessus stressed that IMF was■■ seeking ■ a formula for

effective dialogue between it and its members • as well as with

donor agencies to deal more effectively 'with the problems of

thq poor countries especially in sub-saha'ran Africa. The policy

framework paper is.- a vehicle to ensure such a dialogue.

Fo .. EVALUATION AND FOLLOW-UP

17. Two meetings of the working Party of African Governors

in. the IMF and the World- Bank were held in Gaborone in July

1938. and Berlin (West) ■ in' September 1983 at which EGA played

an ■ active role in providing technical support and ■ advisory

services in the preparation of: the memoranda'- and joint statement.

This was followed by the meeting of the African Governors Cancus

in the IMF and :World Bank as well as individual meetings between

the 'governors and Messers Conable and Camdessus, These forums

provide ample opportunity to ensure that the major issues of

interest- to Africa are duly reflected. - The ECA ensured that

there was some consistency in■the African statements made within

the context of : the : IMF ■ and .. the World Bank,, with those made

elsewhere in1 ■■• Africa.'.=and the UNCTAD. Mo*e specifically, the

African delegations were reminded of the Lagos Plan 'of Action

and the Final Act of Lagos as the basis for African long-term

development strategy. .These were amplified-, -for short and medium-

term implementation, in Africa's Priority Programme for Economic

Recovery (APPER) -and the United. Nations -Programme of Action

for. African - Economic .- . REcovery ■ arid Development (UN-PAAERD) .

Furthermore., .the debt strategy'.was outlined in -the African Common

sPosition on Africa's External Debt crisis1. ■ ] ■ ■ ■■■

■ 18o .For , the future> the ■ following aspects are of importance

.to the African' countries. ' ■ ■ •■■ ■■■. ■

(i) Despite .resource constraints,- ECA should re-assert

its . co-ordinating .role-, in the ••■■.African monetary and

. ■ ■. ■ ■. financial ■ matters'o Greater co-ordination -should be

,.; ' , ,- developed ,. between ECA and the African-'- Executive
■ , -■. Directors:'' in the. IMF and the 'World Bank "to' ensi^re

a regular exchange of information on what is happening
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in Africa as well as the Bretton Woods Institutions„

More specifically, ECA should endeavour to prepare,

in collaboration with the African Centre for Monetary

Studies, the preliminary drafts of the Memoranda and

Joint Statement that would reflect the current situation

and realities in African countries?

(ii) African Executive Directors in the IMF and World Bank
should be invited to actively participate in all ECA

meetings dealing with trade, development finance and

external debt,

(iii) In order to ensure continuity in the trends of issues,

the Memoranda to the World Bank and IMF Executive

Heads as well as the Joint Statements should be made

available to the meetings of the Conference of Ministers

of ■ Finance, the Association of African Central Banks

and the sub-regional monetary and financial

institutions. This would assist especially those

countries that frequently change delegations to these

meetings.


